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This Week's Highlight

The International Federations of Purchasing & Supply Management (IFPSM)
extend an invitation to participate in the inaugural
Global Procurement Capability Benchmark

Make your mark in the first of its kind inaugural benchmark to measure
procurement capability across the globe & discover the capabilities you will
need to progress your career.

You will receive a personalized dashboard of how your results stack-up against
other members of your professional association.

Take IFPSM's Complimentary Online Skills Gap Analysis

Procurement Picks

Keelvar provide a useful
summary of the key
differences between
Sourcing Optimization &
eSourcing
Find Out More
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The Benefits of a Diverse
Supply Base:
Procurement Leaders
discuss the financial,
geopolitical, & legal risks
associated with working
with diverse groups and
how these risks can
ultimately be transformed
into organisational
benefits through the right
practice.

Innovative Changes in
Public Sector:
An insightful article by the
New Strait Times
examining the innovative
public procurement
model, operating in a
corruption-resilient
procurement environment,
& its role in public
procurement
transformation.

The Future of
Procurement Arrives at
Last:
Easton & Evans review
how digital technologies
are on pace to automate
most routine procurement
processes within three to
five years, unleashing new
value soruces & giving
procurement a more
strategic role.

Click Here to Find
Out More

Discover More
Information Here

Click Here for more
Information
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How Digital Transformation Will Shake
Things Up in Procurement:
Some of the gains brought about by
digital transformation will be immediate –

Procurement of Innovation and
Innovative Procurement – What's the
Difference?

including its impact on that all-important
bottom line!

Spend Matters lay out 'Procurement
Innovation' with 4 defined areas to
understand why such confusion exists.

Want to Find Out More?
Read the Article
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